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SUS Sports Committee Committee Meeting 
DATE October 26, 2017 | TIME 6:00-7:00pm | Abdul Ladha Rm #103 

 
I. Attendance 

 
Present: Gurshabad, Marco, Brianne, Adam, Jake, Amit 
 
Regrets: Jennifer 
 
 

Minutes: 
- Expectations 
- Intramurals 

- Brianne in charge of basketball 
- Amit volleyball 
- Leo ____ 

 
 
General Idea of Events: 

- Skating and hot chocolate 
- Lace up for Kids collab??? 

- Skate at thunderbird, then come back out to ladha for hot chocolate 
- Wheel chair basketball in front of ladha 
- 3 vs 3 bball/vball 
- Rock climbing at the nest 
- Interfaculty dodgeball 
- Science specific sign-up team for free agents 

- Promote this more 
- Obstacle course 

 
 

First Event Idea: 
- Nov.17 (friday) 
- Some kind of inflatable event?? 
- 11-3pm? 
- Rain Plan: 

- Great Hall?? (Email Ricardo) 
- Issue: splitting our time and attention 
- Move inflatables here if weather is bad 

 
- Look into companies for event 
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- See what the cancellation plan will be 
- Drop-in rather than sign-up 
- See what procedure for waivers are 
- Music  
- Some incentive to come out? 

- Hot chocolate, coffee 
- Prizes for winners 

- Talk to sponsorships to see what they can get in  
- Check out cost of booking plaza 
- Inflatable Ideas: 

- Gladiator/Boxing (something stress-relieving) 
- Obstacle Course 
- Wipeout Arm thing 

 
 
Action Items: 

- Talk to sponsorships to see what they can get in - Marco 
- Check out cost of booking plaza - Jake 
- Look into cost of inflatables - EVERYONE 
- Booking of Great Hall - Jake 

- Price of pizza or some sort of incentive - Adam  
- Contact marketing commissioner - Marco 
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